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COLORSIZES:  

TERRA

Take a step back in time, but with the updated colors of today. Terra is reminiscent of the worn stone floors found 
across the Mediterranean, think aged Tuscan travertine.  With its tumbled edges and a blend of classic and modern, 
this Italian glazed porcelain has the look of tumbled stone with natural variation and character that has been aged 
by time. Available in 4 colors: Byblos (Taupe), Erice (Grey), Dor (Beige), and Menfi (Black), Terra comes with a clean 
edge and is available in four modular sizes that can be used separately or in a variety of patterns.  To complete the 
look, Terra has a matching trim piece.   Terra Dor is rated (5) for all residential and commercial applications while 
Byblos, Erice, and Menfi are rated (4) for residential and light commercial applications.
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TERRA TECHNICAL INFORMATION
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SHADE VARIATION

WEAR CODE

NOTES

CHARACTERISTIC NORMS RESULTS

PERFORMANCE DATA

V4 - Random Variation
Random Color differences from tile to tile, so that one tile may have totally 
different colors from that of other tiles. Thus the final installation will be unique.

Class 5 Suitable for all Residential and Commercial Application. Class 5 tiles are suitable for all 
applications including those with heavy traffic and constant use. (i.e., Shopping Malls, Hospitals), 
Class 4 All Residential and Light Commercial Applications. Class 4 tiles may be used in all resi-
dential areas and light commercial applications. (i.e., restaurants, offices)

It is not recommended to stagger any tile longer than 15” more than 1/3 the length of the tile.
Always inspect materials prior to installation.
Always mix 2-3 cartons at a time while installing to insure the best blend.
Dynamic Coefficient of Friction for Terra is greater than or equal to 0.43 wet.
Minimum recommended grout joint for this Rectified tile series is 1/8”, but when mixing sizes larger joints 
may be necessary.

Water Absorption ISO 10545-3 ≤ 0.2 %

Abrasion Resistance ISO 10545-7 4 / 5

Breaking Strength ISO 10545-4 ≥ 35 N/mm2

Dynamic Coefficient of Friction AcuTest 0.68

Dimensions Range ISO 10545-2 Conforms

Frost Resistance ISO 10545-12 Frost Proof

Chemical Resistance

Household Chemicals ISO 10545-13 GA/GLA/GHA

Chemical Resistance

Low Concentration of Acids ISO 10545-13 GA/GLA/GHA

Thermal Shock Resistance ISO 10545-9 Resistant

Resistance to Stains ISO 10545-14 Class 5

Crazing Resistance of Glazed Tiles ISO 10545-11 Resistant


